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The efficient transmission of redox-active electrolyte between redox flow battery (RFB) 
tanks and their reactors is essential to utilizing charge capacity in grid-scale installations.  
Emerging redox-active electrolyte chemistries with high viscosity motivate operating RFBs near 
stoichiometric flow conditions, challenging the utilization of charge capacity due to convective 
transport limitations.  In this work we use numerical modeling to resolve convective transport 
within RFB tanks that are free-flowing or configured with baffles by solving the laminar 
vorticity transport equation and transient species diffusion in two dimensions.  Dead zones 
within free-flowing tanks are found to limit capacity utilization, while baffles are shown to 
enhance capacity utilization by eliminating dead zones for sufficiently long baffles.  Utilization 
is maximized at a particular Péclet number, which depends on the effective length and throat of 
the serpentine flow path produced by baffles.  These effects are shown to result from competition 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
The continuous exhaustion of fossil energy resources and their CO2 emissions has 
motivated the development of renewable energy, including wind and solar power [1].  Due to the 
stochastic nature of wind speed and of cloud cover that blocks solar insolation, the electrical power 
generated from these resources is intermittent and irregular, which are properties that affect the 
degree to which utilities can dispatch renewable energy [2,3]. Energy storage systems that are 
designed to control energy output could enable efficient electricity dispatch. Possible energy 
storage technologies include pumped hydropower storage, enclosed batteries (e.g., Li-ion), 
supercapacitors, redox flow battery (RFBs), and many more [4]. RFBs are considered suitable for 
a variety of renewable energy applications because of their long cycle life, scalability, and high 
round-trip efficiency. RFBs have used various redox chemistries dissolved in both aqueous and 
non-aqueous electrolytes.   Fe/Cr based RFBs used for photovoltaic-array application started the 
modern development of RFBs [5].  Later RFBs were developed based on bromide/polysulfide [6], 
all-vanadium [7], vanadium/bromide [8], and zinc/bromide [9,10] chemistries.  Recent efforts have 
focused on the reduction of cost [11,12] through active materials based on functionalized organic 
molecules [13–16], metal complexes [17,18], polysulfides [19,20], polyiodides [21,22], and 
polymers/colloids [23–25]. 
In RFBs electrolytes are pumped from storage tanks into reactors where redox reactions 
facilitate charge storage. Each cell has a cathode, an anode, and typically a membrane. The 
membrane is used to isolate electrochemically active molecules between the cathode and anode 
half-cells of the RFB, while enabling transfer of charge-balancing ions (e.g., protons for a proton 
exchange membrane). Compared to enclosed batteries that are often aimed at portable power 
applications, the application of RFBs has been focused mainly on grid energy storage where 
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system footprint and weight are not primary requirements. The decoupling of reactions and storage 
makes RFBs flexible, because systems with increased energy or power can be created by 
increasing the size of either the reactor [2,7] or electrolyte volume, respectively.  
For the all-vanadium chemistry, which is arguably the most commercialized, recent 
research has focused on the development of improved components of the reactor, including 
electrode materials [26,27], electrocatalysis materials [28,29], membranes [30,31], and flow fields 
[32,33].  Less research attention has been given to the role of tanks and flow conditions on RFB 
performance.  “Movable closure members” and diaphragms have been proposed in the RFB patent 
literature [34] to alleviate mixing of reactants within tanks.  For flow batteries [35] and flow 
capacitors [36] using slurries unique flow modes have been tested, including four-tank 
configurations [20,35,37–39], intermittent flowing operation [20,35,37,38], and gravity-induced 
flow [40].  Also, redox-flow lithium-ion batteries were introduced where soluble redox mediators 
are pumped through tanks containing solid-state Li-ion storage particles [41]. A number of new 
soluble redox chemistries have been introduced that produce high viscosity electrolytes (e.g., 
redox-active polymers [23,24] and solvate ionic liquids [42]) that have motivated understanding 
the performance tradeoffs incurred when operating RFBs near the limit of stoichiometric flow [43].  
Along these lines we previously found that increasing flow rate in redox-active polymer RFBs can 
increase charge-capacity utilization even when pore-scale mass transfer processes are infinitely 
fast [44].  In particular, increased non-dimensional flow rate (normalized by the “stoichiometric” 
flow rate) can mitigate the negative effects caused by the mixing of reactants within RFB tanks 
[44].  This previous analysis used a zero-order model to describe convective transport within 
perfectly mixed tanks.  Assuming 1 mol/L active species with 5-hr discharge time and 1 V average 
cell potential, we estimate that 1000 m3 (i.e., a 10 m x 10 m x 10 m cube) of electrolyte volume is 
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required to store the power from a single 2.5 MW wind mill.  Considering the large size of tanks 
that would house such electrolytes local description of convective mass transport in tanks is needed 
to improve their design.  Similar phenomena have been investigated to maintain thermocline 
stability in molten-salt electrolytes used for solar thermal energy storage [45].  Using numerical 
modeling a critical velocity for thermocline stability criterion was established [46].  Methods using 
cumulative distribution functions for fluid residence times have also been used to size chemical 
reactor tanks [47].  These findings thus indicate that increased attention should be given and 
models of increased fidelity should be developed toward the design of tanks within RFBs.  
In this study, we present theory for convective transport within RFB tanks using two-
dimensional laminar flow with time-dependent convection of redox-active species.  Using this 
model, we conduct simulations of convective transport with different types of tank designs to 
resolve the local concentration distribution of redox-active species inside RFB tanks.  In particular, 
we test the effects of adding baffles within tanks, so as to inhibit mixing, as a function of various 
non-dimensional parameters capturing the interplay between applied current, flow rate, tank 
dimensions, and redox species diffusivity.  Predicted charge-capacity utilization is compared to 
cases with perfect mixing in tanks.  By considering the competition between transverse and 
longitudinal transport processes, we predict that utilization can be enhanced relative to perfectly 








CHAPTER 2: NUMERICAL MODELING METHODOLOGY 
In the present work we model an RFB consisting of two electrodes, a membrane, and two 
current collectors (Fig. 1).  We assume that the RFB contains reactants with identical transport 
properties in the respective electrodes, and, thus, for the sake of simplicity we model a half cell.  
Electrolytes are stored in respective tanks and pumped to circulate through electrodes. During 





→    𝑂1𝑧𝑂1 + 𝑒− (1) 
Negative electrode:  
 𝑂2𝑧𝑂2 + 𝑒−
𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒
→    𝑅2𝑧𝑅2 (2) 
 
 
Figure 1. Schematic of the simulated RFB system. 
Each electrode is supplied with electrolyte coming from the tank with a volumetric flow 
rate ?̇? from their respective tanks.  Solution that exits each tank is then pumped back to the reactor.  
We model the tanks as two-dimensional domains with a height 𝐻𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘 and length 𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘 with an 
inlet at the left top and an outlet at the right bottom side of the tank (Fig. 1).  We present results 
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for simulations of transport phenomena in such tanks having free-flowing electrolyte, as well as 
tanks having horizontal baffles. These baffles are incorporated into the tank with equal spacing, 
thus creating sections of the tank with the same height following a serpentine flow-path from the 
inlet to outlet.  To focus our analysis on the transport phenomena within the tank we model the 
reactor as perfectly mixed with negligible polarization, unlike our previous models that have 
resolved local concentration distributions within reactors [44,48].  Thus, a zero-dimensional model 
is used to predict the concentration inside the reactor.  Global mass conservation of the entire RFB 
is captured by equating the amount of active species leaving/entering the tank equal to that 
entering/leaving the reactor. 
 
2.1 MODEL SIMPLIFICATIONS 
 We model two-dimensional tanks and make the following simplifications and assumptions 
to model convective transport within them: (1) the electrolyte is an incompressible fluid with 
constant density and viscosity, (2) the reactor is perfectly mixed, (3) the temperature is invariant 
resulting in negligible natural convection, (4) the flow regime is laminar and time-invariant, (5) 
the crossover of active species and solvent through the membrane is negligible, (6) side reactions 
like hydrogen and oxygen evolution are neglected, (7) polarization mechanisms within the reactor 
are neglected, (8) all redox-active species have equal diffusion coefficients, and (9) migration flux 







2.2 GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Due to the incompressible assumption, the continuity equation of electrolyte can be applied 
to the whole domain as follows: 
 𝜌∇ ∙ ?⃗? = 0 (3) 
where 𝜌 is the electrolyte density and ?⃗?  is electrolyte velocity.  In order to model fluid flow in the 
tank, the Navier-Stokes equations for steady state enforce momentum balance: 
 (𝜌?⃗? ∙ ∇)?⃗? = −∇𝑝 + 𝜇∇2?⃗?  (4) 
where 𝑝 is pressure and 𝜇 is dynamic viscosity. To simplify model implementation we define a 










The curl of the Navier-Stokes equations can thus be used to express the scalar vorticity transport 












(∇2𝜓) = 𝜇∇4𝜓 
(6) 
where ∇4 is the biharmonic operator.  We note that this formulation eliminates pressure 𝑝 from the 
governing flow equations, thus enabling solution of the velocity field without calculating pressure.  
We solve Eq. 6 subject to the following boundary conditions.  The stream function at the inlet is 
linear interpolated in the 𝑦 direction from 0 to 𝑈𝑖𝑛𝑑 to produce a uniform 𝑥-direction velocity at 
the inlet.  At all solid boundaries the gradient of 𝜓 in the 𝑥 and 𝑦 directions is set to zero to enforce 
impenetrability and no-slip conditions, respectively.  At the outlet the gradient of the stream 
function in the 𝑥 direction is set to zero to enforce uniaxial flow through it. 
Redox-active species conservation is posed using the transient convection-diffusion 





+ ∇ ∙ (?⃗? 𝑐𝑖) = ∇ ∙ (𝐷𝑖∇𝑐𝑖) 
(7) 
where 𝑐𝑖 and 𝐷𝑖 are the bulk concentration and diffusion coefficient of species 𝑖, respectively.  For 
simplicity and generality, we assume that the diffusivity of both redox-active species have the 
same values. We solve Eq. 7 subject to the following boundary conditions. Null flux conditions 
are assumed on all solid surfaces, producing a homogeneous Neumann condition: −𝐷𝑖∇𝑐𝑖 ∙ ?̂? = 0.  
The molar flux ?⃗? 𝑖  at the inlet is set as ?⃗? 𝑖 = 𝑐𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟?⃗? , where 𝑐𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟  is the concentration of 
redox-active species in the reactor. 
By applying mass conservation to the reactor, time variation in the concentration of redox 









where 𝑉𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 is the volume of the reactor, ?̇? is the volumetric flow rate (which is time invariant), 
𝐹 is the Faraday’s constant (96485 𝐶 ∙  𝑚𝑜𝑙−1), 𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘
𝑜𝑢𝑡  denotes the average concentration of the 
outlet of the tank as shown in Figure 1, and 𝐼𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑑 denotes the current applied to the reactor. Here, 
𝐼𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑑 is positive when charging and is negative during discharge process [50].  For species 𝑂2 
and 𝑅1  the sign of the term 𝐼𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑑/𝐹 is negative, and for 𝑂1 and 𝑅2 it is positive.  The current 
applied to the reactor  𝐼𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑑 is set to a constant value to enforce galvanostatic cycling. Each step 
of a given charge/discharge cycle is terminated when the concentration of either redox-active 
species approaches zero within the reactor. 
 We discretize Eq. 6 using the finite-difference method with central differencing in space 
[51].  The convection-diffusion equation (Eq. 7) is discretized using the finite-volume method with 
implicit upwind difference scheme in space and implicit differencing in time [52].  The discretized 
equations were implemented in MATLAB.  Species balance equations were solved directly at each 
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time step, while momentum balance equations were solved iteratively at the initial time step to 
resolve the non-linear inertial terms in Eq. 6.  Convergence was achieved when the absolute 
velocity change between successive iterations in each cell was smaller than 10−4 times the inlet 
velocity 𝑈𝑖𝑛.  
 The numerical implementation of the governing equations was verified using Poiseuille 
flow. Compared to the analytical velocity distribution, the maximum relative error in the domain 
was smaller than 0.5%.  To verify species conservation, simulations were performed without 
applying the current and with current at a non-dimensional flow rate of 𝛽 = 5.  In both instances 
the global error in the conservation of species was less than 1.5 × 10−10 % normalized relative to 
the total amount of species in the entire RFB. 
 
2.3 DEFINITION OF DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS 
To correlate, generalize, and interpret our results we define several non-dimensional 
parameters. The charge-capacity utilization 𝜒 is defined as the fraction of theoretical capacity 










where theoretical capacity 𝑄𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑦 is defined as 𝑄𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑦 = (𝑉𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘 + 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟)(𝑐𝑂
0 + 𝑐𝑅
0)𝐹 and Δ𝑡 
is the time used to finish one charge/discharge step. Other non-dimensional groups are used to 
quantify operating conditions: Reynolds number (𝑅𝑒 = 𝜌𝑈𝑖𝑛𝑑/𝜇), Péclet number (𝑃𝑒 = 𝑈𝑖𝑛𝑑/𝐷), 
the tank-to-reactor volume ratio (𝛼 = 𝑉𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘/𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟), and the non-dimensional flow rate (𝛽 =





Table 1. Default values for RFB dimensions and operating conditions. 
Parameter Value 
Tank height, 𝐻𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘 (𝑚) 0.1969 
Tank length, 𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘 (𝑚) 0.3000 
Tank depth (𝑚) 0.5000 
Reactor volume, 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 (𝑚
3) 2.4 × 10−5 
Flow rate, ?̇? (𝑚3/𝑠) 3 × 10−9 
Current applied, 𝐼𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑑(𝐴) 0.0772 
Initial 𝑂2 concentration, 𝑐𝑂2 
0  (𝑚𝑀) 800 
Initial 𝑅2 concentration, 𝑐𝑅2 
0  (𝑚𝑀) 200 
 
We note that special attention should be given to keep certain dimensionless parameters 
fixed when testing the influence on utilization 𝜒 of Reynolds number 𝑅𝑒, Péclet number 𝑃𝑒, and 
non-dimensional flow rate 𝛽. In practice we change Reynolds number by changing the dynamic 
viscosity of the fluid, we change Péclet number by varying the diffusivity of redox active species, 
and we change 𝛽 by varying the current applied to the system.  While the majority of our results 
are presented using non-dimensional parameters that we subsequently define, we used the specific 
dimensional parameters listed in Table 1 to generate our simulated data.  One may notice that flow 
rate is small compared to industrial-scale RFBs [32,33], but we note that use of the non-
dimensional formalism presented here enables application of our results using the principle of non-
dimensional similarity.  In practice the range of flow rates that we simulated was limited by the 
effect of “false diffusion” that results from the first-order upwind difference scheme used to 
simulate advective flux in Eq. 7.  The false diffusion coefficient for the 𝑥 velocity component 𝑢𝑥 
can be estimated as 𝐷𝑥𝑥
𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒
= |𝑢𝑥|∆𝑥/2 [52], where ∆𝑥 is the mesh size in the 𝑥 direction.   To 
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quantify the effect of false diffusion on our results we simulated a tank with three baffles at the 
highest Péclet number simulated here (hence, the case having the smallest value of 𝐷𝑖 𝐷𝑥𝑥
𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒⁄  in 
the results that we present) using five-fold smaller mesh size, producing utilization within 2% of 






















CHAPTER 3: DISCRETIZATION AND IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 
 This chapter will mainly discuss how the partial differential equations defined in the 
previous chapter are solved numerically in detail.  
 
3.1 SOLVING THE VORTICITY TRANSPORT EQUATION 
As mentioned in previous section, in the model the vorticity transport equation [49] needs 












(∇2𝜓) = 𝜇∇4𝜓 
(10) 
In the present work, finite difference discretization is used for solving the vorticity 
transport equation. The following subsections will show how to derive the discretized form of 
the equation. 
 
3.1.1 Discretization of the vorticity transport equation 
3.1.1.1 Discretization of the third derivative terms 
For the left-hand side terms in Eq. 10, the main problem is nonlinearity. To make it 












































Figure 2. Arrangement of elements for discretization. 
 
Focusing on the left-hand side of the equation, 9 points are used to discretize the equation 
due to third-order term appearing in the equation. Fig. 2 shows arrangement of elements for 
discretization. In the present work, it is assumed that spacing between nodes in 𝑥 direction and 𝑦 
direction the same. 








































((𝜓𝑖+1,𝑗+1 − 𝜓𝑖+1,𝑗−1) − 2(𝜓𝑖,𝑗+1 − 𝜓𝑖,𝑗−1)
+ (𝜓𝑖−1,𝑗+1 − 𝜓𝑖−1,𝑗−1)) 
where h is the spacing between nodes.  
The discretization of 
𝜕3𝜓
𝜕𝑥3
 is not common. In the present work, the derivation of 
discretization of it will be shown. Using Taylor series, we have the following expressions: 
 






















































































A linear combination of Eq. 16-19 is needed to cancel term of first, second and fourth 
derivative terms. Assuming multiplying equations above with a, b, c and d times, respectively. 
Adding the resulting equations together, the coefficients should satisfy the following relations: 
 ℎ(𝑎 − 𝑏 + 2𝑐 − 2𝑑) = 0 
ℎ2
2






(𝑎 − 𝑏 + 8𝑐 − 8𝑑) = 1 
ℎ4
24
(𝑎 + 𝑏 + 16𝑐 + 16𝑑) = 0 



















Substitute the results and arrange, the equation is then converted to: 






















. Derivations are not shown here. 
 
3.1.1.2 Discretization of the fourth derivative terms 










Similar discretization as mentioned in previous section can be used to derive such terms, which 

















(𝜓𝑖+1,𝑗+1 − 2𝜓𝑖−1,𝑗+1 + 𝜓𝑖,𝑗+1)
ℎ4
−
2(𝜓𝑖+1,𝑗 − 2𝜓𝑖,𝑗 +𝜓𝑖−1,𝑗)
ℎ4
+




Having all the terms expressed in discretized form, we can write down an equation which 
relates  𝜓𝑖,𝑗 with its 12 neighbors. Coefficients for these neighbors and 𝜓𝑖,𝑗 itself are expressed 
below: 
 
Table 2. Coefficients for an element with its neighbors. 
 𝑗 − 2 𝑗 − 1 𝑗 𝑗 + 1 𝑗 + 2 
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3.1.1.3 Special handling of the boundary conditions 
 This section will cover how to apply boundary conditions when solving the vorticity 
transport equation. 
 For walls, impenetrability and no-slip conditions are applied, i.e. 𝑢𝑥 =
𝜕𝜓
𝜕𝑦




= 0. Thus, stream function 𝜓 at the wall will share a constant value. Notice in the 
simulation, each node is related to its 12 neighbor nodes. Thus, an extra layer of ghost nodes are 
added outside the computational domain for every domain boundary so that special treatment is 
not needed for those nodes next to the domain boundary. Also, such layer should have the same 
stream function distribution as the wall to apply no-slip boundary condition.  
For the inlet, uniform velocity distribution is applied. Let’s assume the velocity is in 𝑥 
direction and has a uniform distribution in 𝑦 direction. Then the stream function 𝜓 is linear 
interpolated in the 𝑦 direction from 0 to 𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 ⋅ 𝑑, where 𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 is the inlet velocity and 𝑑 is the 
height of the inlet. An extra layer of ghost nodes will also be added outside the computational 
domain. It has the same stream function distribution to make sure velocity in 𝑦 direction is zero. 
For the outlet, it is assumed that flow is fully developed. Thus, the gradient of the stream 
function in 𝑥 direction is set to zero.  
In the later part we will introduce horizontal baffles to the computational domain. For 
those nodes 𝜓𝑖,𝑗 whose top/bottom neighbor is a baffle, they should not be influenced by nodes 







3.1.2 Algorithm description 
After having the discretized form of Eq. 10, we are able to construct the linear system to 
solve for scalars in every element in the domain, i.e. stream function 𝜓. For scalar in each 
element 𝜓𝑖,𝑗, we can write down an equation which correlates scalar 𝜓𝑖,𝑗 and its 12 neighbors 
according to Table 2. It should be noticed that special treatment should be given for elements 
near the wall, inlet and outlet, which should reflect the boundary conditions like Neumann and 
Dirichlet boundary conditions and so on.  
We can write down such equation for every element in the domain and thus finally we are 
able to generate 𝑛𝑦 ∙ 𝑛𝑥 equations, where 𝑛𝑦 and 𝑛𝑥 denote number of elements in vertical 
direction and horizontal direction. For simplicity, 𝑛𝑒 is used to denote 𝑛𝑦 ∙ 𝑛𝑥 in the following 
content. Also, it will be 𝑛𝑒 unknowns to be solved and thus we can convert those equations to a 
linear system which has the following expression: 
 𝐴𝑛𝑒×𝑛𝑒𝜓𝑛𝑒×1 = 𝑏𝑛𝑒×1 (26) 
By solving the linear system, we are able to find vector 𝜓𝑛𝑒×1, which contains values of 
stream function 𝜓 for every element in the domain. 
 But it should be noticed that in such problem related to the vorticity transport equation, 
nonlinearity is the most severe problem. Notice that in some of the coefficients of unknowns has 
terms 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 that depend on 𝜓 itself. Thus, we are not able to solve the steady state vorticity 
transport equation directly. Thus, iterations should be used to find the solution. An initial guess 
of the stream function field is set before iteration starts. In our implementation, a uniform 
distribution of 0 is used for initialization. Using such guess field, we are able to calculate  𝑎1 and 
𝑎2 using Eq. 11-12 for each element. These  𝑎1 and 𝑎2 values are used to solve for the stream 
function distribution. However, such distribution may not be the correct solution. Thus, 𝑎1 and 
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𝑎2 will be calculated again using the stream function distribution just obtained. The following 
table shows the procedure of solving such non-linear system. 
 
Table 3. Algorithms for solving the vorticity transport equation 
Algorithm 
Initialize guess field 𝜓. 
Iterate until convergence (absolute change of 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 smaller than a criteria): 
----Calculate  𝑎1 and 𝑎2 using current stream function field 𝜓𝑡. 
----Solve for updated stream function  𝜓𝑡+1 using updated 𝑎1 and 𝑎2. 
----End of iteration. 
 
3.1.3 Validation examples 
To validate if the method is implemented correctly, some examples with analytical 
solutions are conducted and compared. 
 
3.1.3.1 Poiseuille flow 
For numbering, 𝑖 represents the row of the node and 𝑗 represents column of the node. 
Thus, nodes in the bottom part of the Fig. 3 have smaller 𝑖 values and nodes in the left part of the 
figure have smaller 𝑗 values. 
Since impenetrability and no-slip conditions are applied for walls, i.e. 𝑢𝑥 =
𝜕𝜓
𝜕𝑦




= 0 at the wall, values of 𝜓 at the wall will have a constant value. Let's assume that 
𝜓 for all the black nodes are all zero. Then the value of 𝜓 for all the red nodes on the top will be 
𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 ⋅ 𝑑, where d is the distance between two walls. The stream function at the inlet is linear 
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interpolated in the 𝑦 direction from 0 to 𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 ⋅ 𝑑 to produce a uniform 𝑥 direction velocity at the 
inlet. At the outlet the gradient of stream function in the 𝑥 direction is set to zero. 
 
 
Figure 3. Elements arrangement for Poiseuille flow example. 
 
 





Figure 5. Comparison of simulation result and exact solution of velocity distribution at the outlet 
of the computational domain. 
 
For the test case, inlet velocity is set to 1 ⋅ 10−5 𝑚/𝑠 and dynamic viscosity is set to be 
4.9 ⋅ 10−4𝑃𝑎 ⋅ 𝑠. Distance between nodes 𝑑𝑥 and 𝑑𝑦 are all set to be 0.01 m. The height of the 
domain is set to be 0.6 m and the width is set to be 1.2 m. Reynolds number is calculated to not 
exceed 2300 to avoid turbulent pattern. Also, an approximation of entrance length is 
precalculated to make sure the length is enough for the flow to get fully developed. 
Fig. 4 shows distribution of velocity in x-direction and Fig. 5 shows the velocity 
distribution at the outlet compared to analytical solution for Poiseuille flow. Compared to the 
analytical velocity distribution, the maximum relative error in the domain was smaller than 0.5%. 
Also, by comparing velocity summed at the outlet and flow rate at the inlet, it is shown that 







3.1.3.2 Simple tank of flow battery 
 
 
Figure 6. Geometry of the simple redox flow battery case. 
 
A slightly more difficult case is studied where tank is designed to have a serpentine 
shape, which is shown in Fig. 6. The flow comes from the left top side of the tank. The inlet flow 
rate is set to 3 × 10−9 𝑚3/𝑠 and the dynamic viscosity is set to be the same as those in Sec. 
3.1.3.1. Compared to the analytical velocity distribution for fully developed flow at the outlet, 
the maximum relative error in the domain was smaller than 0.5%. Again, by comparing velocity 
summed at the outlet and flow rate at the inlet, it is shown that conservation of mass is valid in 
the simulation. 
 
3.2 SOLVING THE CONCENTRATION FIELD 
3.2.1 Discretization of the convection-diffusion equation 





Figure 7. Arrangement of control volumes for convection-diffusion equation. 
 
With lower order derivative occurring in the equation, fewer neighbor control volumes 
are needed for discretization as Fig.7 shows. It should be noticed that location of control volume 
centers is different from the locations of elements that we solved for stream function 𝜓 in the 
previous section. The convection-diffusion equation we are going to solve is: 
 𝜕𝑐𝑖
𝜕𝑡
+ 𝛻 ∙ (?⃗? 𝑐𝑖) = 𝛻 ∙ (𝐷𝑖𝛻𝑐𝑖) 
(27) 
Take the control volume which contains 𝑐𝑖,𝑗
𝑡+1 and integrate Eq. 27 over the control 







+∫ 𝛻 ⋅ (?⃗? 𝑐𝑖)𝑑𝑉
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+∫ ?⃗? 𝑐𝑖𝑑𝐴 
𝐴


















𝑡 is the average concentration of a control volume at time step t and 𝑐𝑖
𝑡+1 is the 
concentration for that control volume for next time step. Using what we have derived in Sec. 3.1 
and assuming the concentration and velocity at each surface of the element is constant, we could 













where, 𝜓 is the stream function we derived in Sec. 3.1 and 𝑓 denotes surfaces of the control 










Since we chose the control volume to be different from what we used for solving stream 
function, the difference of stream function will accurately represent the velocity/flux at the 
surfaces. Then the question becomes how to represent the concentration at the surfaces given 
concentrations of central points of control volumes. There are many ways to do this, in the 
current work, upwind difference scheme is used to discretize the convection term [51–53]. The 
basic idea of upwind difference scheme is that we assume that the scalar at a cell face is made to 
be equal to the value at the upstream node. For example, in a 2-D case where 𝑢𝑤 > 0, 𝑢𝑒 >
0, 𝑢𝑛 > 0, 𝑢𝑠 > 0, we will have: 
 𝑐𝑤 = 𝑐𝑖,𝑗−1, 𝑐𝑒 = 𝑐𝑖,𝑗, 𝑐𝑛 = 𝑐𝑖,𝑗, 𝑐𝑠 = 𝑐𝑖−1,𝑗 (33) 
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Thus, the convection term can be expressed as: 
 𝑐𝑖,𝑗𝛥𝜓𝑒 − 𝑐𝑖,𝑗−1𝛥𝜓𝑤 + 𝑐𝑖,𝑗𝛥𝜓𝑛 − 𝑐𝑖−1,𝑗𝛥𝜓𝑠 (34) 
For diffusion term ∫ 𝐷𝛻𝑐𝑖
𝑡+1𝑑𝐴 
𝐴



























































To makes the results more general, max function will be used which takes the maximum 






𝑡+1 + 𝑆𝑖,𝑗 (37) 
where, 𝑎 is the coefficient constant, 𝑆𝑖,𝑗 is the source term for the control volume which may 
contain terms with 𝑐𝑖,𝑗
𝑡 . For 2-D case, the coefficients have the following forms [52,53]: 
 
Table 4. Coefficients of neighbors for convection-diffusion equations 
𝑎𝑊 𝑎𝐸 𝑎𝑆 𝑎𝑁 
𝐷𝑤 +𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝛥𝜓𝑤 , 0) 𝐷𝑒 +𝑚𝑎𝑥(−𝛥𝜓𝑒 , 0) 𝐷𝑠 +𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝛥𝜓𝑠, 0) 𝐷𝑛 +𝑚𝑎𝑥(−𝛥𝜓𝑛, 0) 
and:  




3.2.2 Validation examples 
3.2.2.1 Diffusion only test example 
To test if the model used is valid, we tried to simulate some simple cases where analytical 
solution is available. Let the initial condition of the domain to be two parts of fluid with different 
concentration which are distinctly separated as Fig. 8 shows. For this test case, there is no flow. 




Figure 8. Initial condition of the test example for convection-diffusion implementation. 
The analytical solution of such problem is that we assume that two parts are infinite. 








Where erfc() is the error function complement, 𝑐0 is the initial concentration on the left-hand side 





Figure 9. Comparison of analytical solution and simulation results in the 𝑥 direction in the 
domain. 
 
For the test example, we use the analytical solution to find the boundary concentration 
values of the leftmost nodes and rightmost nodes and set them as boundary conditions. Diffusion 
coefficient is set to be 2.8 × 10−10 𝑚2/𝑠 and the simulation is conducted for 1000 iterations 
with a time interval of 10000 s. The result is showed in Fig. 9. The maximum relative error is 











3.2.2.2 Convection only cases 
 
 
Figure 10. Concentration distribution of the convection only test case in the 𝑥 direction in the 
domain. 
 
Except the diffusion only case, we also test another case where there is only convection. 
To do this, diffusion coefficient is set to be zero. In the case, fluid has a uniform velocity of 0.1 
m/s. The inlet concentration is 500 𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑚3. Size of the control volume is 0.01 m × 0.01 m. 
After 1000 iterations with time interval of 0.01 s. We have the result shown in Fig. 10. It should 
be noticed that there is false diffusion occurring here [52]. But the contact surface of the two 
regions still manages to get to about 100 nodes, which is approximately 1 m. So, our model is 
able to successfully simulate the flow. 
 
3.3 COUPLING THE FLUID FLOW AND MASS TRANSPORT 
Finally, we are able to handle the problem that couples the fluid flow and mass transport. 
For the flow field part, there is no difference compared to what we introduced in section 3.1. The 
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trickiest part in this section is how to deal with the inflow/outflow between the tank and reactor 
and how to incorporate concentration consumption in the reactor due to electrochemical reaction. 
 
 
Figure 11. Schematic of the correlation for the inlet and outlet nodes in the computational 
domain. 
 
First, we want to build a relation between the nodes at the outlet and inlet of the tank. 
Here, we ignore the diffusion between the reactor and the tank and only consider the convection 














where 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 is the volume of the tank, 𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
𝑡  and 𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
𝑡+1  denote concentration inside the 
reactor at time step t and t+1, l is the depth of the tank, Δ𝑦 denotes the height of the control 
volume and 𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑖 denotes the outlet flow rate at the node 𝑖. Thus, we can solve for concentration 
















Then such concentration will be used to calculate the flow coming to the inlet nodes. 




 Table 5. Algorithm for solving convection-diffusion equation 
Algorithm 
Set initial concentration field 𝑐0 and reactor concentration. 
Iterate until consecutive utilization is smaller than a criterion: 
----Iterate for each time step t+1: 
--------Calculate concentration field 𝑐𝑡+1 and 𝑐𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
𝑡+1  using 𝑐𝑡+1 and 𝑐𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
𝑡 . 





𝑡  of one of the redox active species approaches 0: 
----------------I=-I 
--------End of iteration. 










CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The goal of this study is to understand how local convective transport inside of RFB tanks 
influences charge-capacity utilization 𝜒, because high utilization is needed for economical and 
resilient grid energy storage.  Specifically, we analyze flow paths within tanks with varied 
geometry to find potential enhancements in utilization with varied operating conditions and 
electrolyte material parameters. First, we will simulate cases where Reynolds number is small, 
corresponding to the creeping- or Stokes-flow limit.  We simulate the effects of adding baffles to 
RFB tanks to suppress mixing therein and to increase utilization.   Higher Reynolds number cases 
are also simulated to assess the importance of inertial forces in convective transport.   
All simulations use galvanostatic conditions are used to operate the RFB system. When the 
concentration of one redox active species approaches zero, a given charge/discharge step is 
terminated, and another discharge/charge step begins. In practice, we conduct simulations until the 
difference between the discharge utilization between two consecutive discharge is smaller than 
0.01%.  In all cases the results for such limit cycles are presented. 
 
4.1 EFFECTS OF BAFFLES, PÉCLET NUMBER, AND FLOW RATE ON UTILIZATION 
Figure 12a shows the non-dimensional distribution of 𝑅2 molecules inside the tank at the 
end of the discharge step for a high Péclet number ( 𝑃𝑒 = 214.29 ) and threefold of the 
stoichiometric flow rate (𝛽 = 3).  The non-uniformity of these distributions indicates that diffusion 
has a considerably small effect compared to convection under these conditions.  At the top-right 
and bottom-left corners of the free-flowing tank, the non-dimensional concentration of 𝑅2 is 
substantially higher than in the main flow stream passing from the inlet to the outlet.  Such dead 
zones lead to poorly-utilized capacity for a free-flowing tank, ultimately producing 𝜒 = 51.4% in 
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this case, compared with 𝜒 = 48.1% for a perfectly mixing tank.  In our previous work [44] we 
showed that mixing inside of tanks should be avoided by increasing non-dimensional flow rate 𝛽 
to have produce high utilization.  However, the dead zones in Fig. 12a suggest that mixing in free-
flowing tanks should be accelerated to some extent to increase utilization. 
 
 
Figure 12. Non-dimensional concentration distribution of 𝑅2 (𝑐𝑅2
∗ ) at the end of the discharge step 
for a tank (a) without baffles and tanks with baffles having (b) 𝛾 = 1/2, (c) 𝛾 = 2/3, and (d) 𝛾 =
5/6.  The following non-dimensional parameters were fixed: 𝑃𝑒 = 214.29, 𝛼 = 1230.5, 𝛽 = 3, 
and 𝑅𝑒 = 1.69 × 10−3 .  Non-dimensional concentration is defined as 𝑐𝑖
∗ = 𝑐𝑖/(𝑐𝑂
0 + 𝑐𝑅
0).  The 
inlet is on the top left side and the outlet is on the bottom right side. 
  
For the same non-dimensional flow rate 𝛽  and Péclet number we simulated tanks 
containing baffles.  We introduce several dimensionless parameters to define the geometry of the 
baffles inside of tanks: the baffle-to-tank length ratio 𝛾 = 𝐿𝑏𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑒/𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘 , and the ratio of the 
effective flow-path length to the throat dimension 𝜆 = 𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓/𝑑. The baffles are designed to divide 
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each section of the tank into equal heights, referred to here as the throat dimension 𝑑 = 𝐻𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘/𝑛, 
where 𝑛 is the number of sections that tank is divided by baffles. The effective flow-path length is 
𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑛. Figures 12b-d show concentration distributions with different 𝛾 values.  These 
distributions indicate that adding baffles with low 𝛾 values is incapable of accelerating mixing 
inside the tank, as evidenced by the dead zones in Fig. 12b.  When the baffle ratio 𝛾 is large enough 
(i.e., 𝛾 → 1) adding baffles eliminates dead zones within the tank.   
We deduce from this result that an upper-bound for utilization exists for 𝛾 → 1. However, 
baffles with 𝛾 = 1 will block fluid flow and, thus, are not feasible.  To understand transport in the 
hypothetical limit of 𝛾 → 1 we consider a tank design having an equivalent flow-path length 𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓, 
throat dimension 𝑑, and tank volume 𝑉𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘 to a baffled tank.  Figure 13 shows how the baffled 
tank is stretched into parallel plates to maintain equivalence of these two geometries.  
 
Figure 13. Transformation of the baffled geometry to an equivalent system with parallel plates. 
 
We also consider the limit of perfect mixing as a basis of comparison for baffled tanks, 
where the following conservation equations are used to generate charge-capacity utilization 



















We conducted simulations with different Péclet number with 𝛽 = 3 (i.e., by changing 
diffusion coefficient), the results of which are shown in Fig. 14a.  As points of reference we also 
show utilization for a perfectly mixed and for a tank with parallel plates, as described above.  
Compared to the free-flowing tank (i.e., without baffles) baffled tanks generally produce higher 
utilization. These results also show that an equivalent tank with parallel plates serves as an upper 
bound for the utilization of baffled tanks with finite baffle length ratio 𝛾.  We also observe that 
utilization exceeds that of the perfectly mixed tank for the majority of two-dimensional simulations 
that we perform.  In particular, all simulated cases approach a level of utilization within 2% of the 
perfectly mixed limit for 𝑃𝑒 → 0, a difference of which that is attributable to discretization error 
for the numerical schemes that we have used.  In the opposite limit of high Péclet number where 
convection is the dominant transport process, adding baffles with 𝛾 = 1/2  actually has a negative 
effect on utilization, confirming that increasing the number of corners in the flow generates poorly 
utilized regions that are larger in size.  The utilization predicted for 𝛾 = 0 (Fig. 14a, red line) and 
for 𝛾 = 1/2 (Fig. 14a, black line) reaches a maximum of 65% when Péclet number is between 1 
and 10.  For the other cases with longer baffles higher utilization is observed over the entire range 
of Péclet numbers simulated with maximal utilization of 70%, 73% and 75%, in increasing order 
of 𝛾.  The improvement of utilization when 𝛾 is already higher than 2/3 is not as significant as the 




Figure 14. Variation of utilization with Péclet number for (a) different baffle length ratios 𝛾 with 
𝛽 = 3  and (b) different non-dimensional flow rates 𝛽  with 𝛾 = 2/3 .  The following non-
dimensional parameters were fixed: 𝛼 = 1230.5 and 𝑅𝑒 = 1.69 × 10−3. 
 
We also simulated cycling for different 𝛽 values using 𝛾 = 2/3, as shown in Fig. 14b.  
When 𝛽  increases utilization increases monotonically at each Péclet number value. The 
enhancement of utilization is most significant for low Péclet number cases (𝑃𝑒~0.1), where it 
increases from 50% to 70% by changing 𝛽 from 3 to 5. This observation illustrates that utilization 
is a strong function of 𝛽, consistent with our previous findings for perfectly mixed tanks [44]. We 
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observe that increased non-dimensional flow rate reduces the discrepancy in concentration 
between the reactor and the tank. High 𝛽 value cases (Fig. 15, blue line) generate utilization around 
95%. However, it is worth noting that termination conditions are usually determined by cut-off 
voltage and here we didn’t incorporate other polarization contributions such as ohmic effects.  
With such polarization effects utilization will be lower than our present predictions. 
 
4.2 COMPETITION BETWEEN TRANSVERSE AND LONGITUDINAL TRANSPORT 
PROCESS 
We now examine the variations of concentration fields with time to explain the 
mechanisms that produce the non-monotonic variations of utilization with Péclet number. 
Accordingly, the Fig. 15 shows the variation of inlet and outlet concentrations within the tank and 
concentration within the reactor as a function of time for low, moderate, and high Péclet numbers.  
At high 𝑃𝑒 (Fig. 15a, 𝑃𝑒 = 214.3) diffusion has a negligible effect on transport compared to 
convection, as evidenced by the concentration field snapshots at the beginning (A), middle (B), 
and end (C) of discharge.  The parabolic variation of the velocity distribution transverse to the 
flow direction produces parabolic concentration contours. A non-uniform concentration 
distribution persists throughout the entire charge/discharge process, forming regions with 
especially disparate concentration at the end of each charge/discharge step (Fig. 15a, panel C). 
Poorly-utilized regions (orange regions) are observed near the walls of the tank that unable 




Figure 15. Variation of 𝑐𝑂2 during cycling using a baffled tank (𝛾 = 2/3) with (a) 𝑃𝑒 = 214.3, 
(b) 𝑃𝑒 = 0.42857 , and (c) 𝑃𝑒 = 0.04286 .  The following non-dimensional parameters were 
fixed:𝛼 = 1230.5 and 𝑅𝑒 = 1.69 × 10−3 . Concentration contours are shown for time instants 




The concentration at the outlet and the inlet of the tank are calculated using the average 
concentration illustrated in Fig. 1. We find that inlet concentration of the tank is almost the same 
as concentration inside the reactor. However, the inlet and outlet concentrations are substantially 
different at high 𝑃𝑒. Interestingly, the outlet concentration variation lags in time compared to that 
of the tank inlet and the reactor. A drastic increase in tank-inlet and reactor concentrations is 
observed when the charge step terminates and the discharge step starts, as a result of the depletion 
of redox-active species inside the tank.  The decreasing trend of the tank outlet concentration with 
time continues after time instant C because of the long propagation time for uncharged solution 
being pumped to the outlet.  The increase of reactor concentration due to discharge process is not 
significant compared to dilution effect of uncharged electrolyte in the tank being pumped into the 
reactor. It leads to the decrease of reactor concentration.  
 Similar qualitative trends are observed with moderate and low 𝑃𝑒 cases in Figs. 15b and 
15c respectively, but the lag time associated with the outlet concentration decreases as 𝑃𝑒 
decreases. Also, we find that concentration contours become uniform in the vertical direction, 
departing from the parabolic shape appearing in the high 𝑃𝑒 limit. This effect is evidence of strong 
diffusion transverse to the mean flow direction and is a signature of hydrodynamic dispersion in 
baffled sections of the tank.  At low 𝑃𝑒 the concentration difference between the inlet and outlet 
of the tank also becomes small, as shown in panel A of Figs. 15b and 15c.  Further, Fig. 16a shows 
that this difference in concentration increases from zero for very small 𝑃𝑒 values, while at high 𝑃𝑒 
values it approaches a constant.  
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Figure 16. (a) Variation of inlet concentration and outlet concentration of 𝑅2 with Péclet number 
for 𝛽 = 3, 𝛼 = 1230.5, 𝛾 = 2/3 and 𝑅𝑒 = 1.69 × 10−3 at the end of discharge.  (b) Variation of 
concentration 𝑐𝑅2 at the tank outlet for certain 𝑃𝑒 values at the end of discharge, otherwise with 
the same non-dimensional parameters as in sub-figure (a). 
 
The vanishing difference in inlet/outlet concentration difference is attributable to the slow 
rate of convection (~𝑈𝑖𝑛/𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓 , where 𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓  is the effective flow-path length) fast rate of 
longitudinal diffusion (~𝐷𝑖/𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓
2 ) relative to that of convection.  The ratio of these rates is 𝑃𝑒 ∙
𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓/𝑑 (or 𝑃𝑒 ∙ 𝜆, where 𝜆 = 𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓/𝑑), which is consistent with our observations of increased 
diffusion at low 𝑃𝑒.  In this limit predicted utilization approaches that of a perfectly mixed tank 
because the fast rates of longitudinal and transverse diffusion produce uniform concentration 
distributions.  The constant value to which the tank concentration difference approaches is 
primarily dependent on the non-dimensional flow rate 𝛽, as shown in our previous work modeling 
tanks with perfect mixing [24].   
The drop in utilization that we observe for all tanks at high 𝑃𝑒 values is attributable to the 
non-uniform concentration of species at the outlet of the tank.  Figure 6b shows that this 
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concentration profile becomes increasingly non-uniform as 𝑃𝑒 increases.  Because of the no-slip 
condition imposed at solid boundaries, solute at the center of the flow is transported preferentially 
from the tank’s outlet into the reactor.  This maldistribution of species, caused by slow transverse 
diffusion, thus prevents the reactor from utilizing the capacity of all solute species within the tank. 
 From the preceding observations we can conclude that, when Péclet decreases, (1) 
longitudinal diffusion has a negative effect on utilization and (2) transverse diffusion has a positive 
influence on utilization.  Thus, the competing effects of longitudinal and transverse diffusion result 
in a particular Péclet number for which a given tank’s utilization is maximized.  
 
4.3 ENHANCING UTILIZATION AT HIGH PÉCLET NUMBER 
 The results from Sec. 4.2 indicate that enhanced transverse diffusion is needed to increase 
utilization at high 𝑃𝑒.  Building on this result we simulate the effect of adding more baffles to 
tanks, effectively reducing the length-scale for transverse diffusion.  The preceding results indicate 
that convective transport dominates over transverse diffusion when the Péclet number is higher 
than 𝜆 = 𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓/𝑑.  Thus, by modifying tank geometry with large enough 𝜆 to enhance transverse 
diffusion we show that high utilization can be achieved even at high 𝑃𝑒.  The non-dimensional 
parameter 𝜆 is defined as the ratio of the effective flow-path length to the throat of one section.  
When simulating tanks with various numbers of baffles we adjusted inlet height to 𝐻𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘/𝑛 to 
produce equal spacing between baffles and walls among all cases.  To keep other non-dimensional 
parameters fixed the volumetric flow rate was fixed, and inlet velocity was changed accordingly. 
For example, a tank with 𝑛 = 3 baffled sections would use an inlet velocity that is 60% of the 
velocity used with 𝑛 = 5. 
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Figure 17 shows utilization as a function of 𝑃𝑒 for the baffled tanks having different 𝜆 and 
𝛾 values with 𝛽 = 3.  In the low Péclet number range (10−2 to 100) tanks with more baffles 
(higher 𝜆 values) generate improved utilization irrespective of the baffle length ratio 𝛾.  However, 
the trends of utilization with 𝜆 are dependent on 𝛾 in high Péclet number range (100 to 102).  For 
𝛾 = 2/3 increasing 𝜆 produces a drop in utilization, whereas increasing 𝜆 enhances utilization for 
𝛾 = 5/6 and for the parallel plates cases for most of the cases simulated.  The exception to the 
above finding is for baffles with 𝛾 = 5/6 and 𝜆 = 123.4, where the utilization drops below that 
of the smaller 𝜆 curves in the moderate Péclet number range.  The lack of such a drop with parallel 
plate tanks suggests that the finite-sized bends introduced for tanks with 𝛾 = 5/6 are responsible 
for these effects.  Thus, these findings indicate that utilization can be enhanced across a broad 
range of 𝑃𝑒 values by designing tanks with 𝛾 → 1 and high 𝜆 values. 
The trends of utilization with 𝜆 for 𝛾 = 2/3 can be understood by considering a simplified 
representation of the corresponding tank geometries (Fig. 18).  For such tanks only the regions of 
space that are spanned by successive baffles will be efficiently utilized, because the regions outside 
of them act as dead zones as our results in Sec. 3.1 showed for 𝛾 = 1/2.  The efficiently utilized 
region for the baffles with 𝛾 = 2/3 is shown in yellow in Fig. 18.  As the number of baffles 




Figure 17. Variation of utilization with 𝑃𝑒 and 𝜆 for tanks with (a)  𝛾 = 2/3, (b) 𝛾 = 5/6, and (c) 
parallel plates.  The following non-dimensional parameters were fixed: 𝛼 = 1230.5 , 𝑅𝑒 =





Figure 18. Illustration showing efficiently and poorly utilized regions of a tank with 𝑛 = 3, 5, and 
an infinite number of baffled sections. 
 
4.4 EFFECTS OF SOLUTION INERTIA ON UTILIZATION 
All of the preceding cases were simulated with Reynolds number much smaller than unity, 
i.e., in the creeping flow regime.  In this section we investigate the role of inertia on the utilization 
of RFB tanks by considering Reynolds number in excess of unity.  Figure 19 shows utilization as 
a function of Reynolds number in the high 𝑃𝑒  limit for a three-baffle tank.  Up to 𝑅𝑒 = 1 
utilization is unchanged, but beyond that it decreases substantially.  Thus, we observe that inertia 
has a negative influence on utilization, resulting from more extreme velocity gradients than in 
creeping flow cases. 
Figure 20 shows utilization as a function of 𝑃𝑒 for different baffle length ratios with 𝑅𝑒 =
16.8  and 𝑛 = 3 .  Compared to the corresponding creeping flow data (Fig. 14a) the primary 
differences are observed in the high 𝑃𝑒 limit, where utilization can fall below that of perfectly 
mixing tanks for small enough 𝛾 values.  Figure 21 shows results with different 𝛾 and 𝜆 values for 
the same conditions.  Deviations from creeping flow simulations (Fig. 17) are most obvious at very 




Figure 19. Variation of utilization with Reynolds number in the high 𝑃𝑒 limit (𝑃𝑒 = 214.29) for 
a three-baffled tank with 𝛾 = 2/3.  In all cases the following non-dimensional parameters are fixed: 
𝛼 = 1230.5 and 𝛽 = 3. 
 
Figure 20. Variation of utilization with Péclet number for a three-baffled tank with different baffle 
length ratios for 𝑅𝑒 = 16.8.  In all cases the following non-dimensional parameters are fixed: 𝛼 =





Figure 21. Variation of utilization with Péclet number and effective flow-path length for 𝑅𝑒 =





4.5 EFFECTS OF NON-DIMENSIONAL FLOW RATE ON UTILIZATION 
Results with high 𝛽 values are also tested and shown in Fig. 22. Similar qualitative trend 
can be observed. The overall performances are much better compared to cases where 
dimensionless flow rate is low, which is in agreement with conclusion we made in Sec. 4.1 that 
utilization is a strong function of 𝛽. We can also observe that in Fig. 16b and Fig. 16c, utilization 
barely changes in low Péclet number range (1 to 100). While in high Péclet number range (101 to 
103 ), increasing 𝜆  will lead to a drastic drop in utilization for 𝛾 = 2/3  case and mixed 
performance for other 𝛾 values due to the mechanism introduced in Sec. 4.3. 
 
4.6 EFFECTS OF BAFFLES, PÉCLET NUMBER ON POLARIZATION 
Another important metric that quantifies the performance of RFB is polarization. Using 








































Figure 22. Variation of utilization with Péclet number and effective flow-path length for 𝑅𝑒 =







Figure 23. Dimensionless polarization variation with respect to Peclet number,  𝛼 = 1230.5, 𝛽 =
3, 𝑅𝑒 = 16.8. 
 
Fig. 23 shows how dimensionless polarization varies when Peclet number of all the redox 
active species changes. Parallel plates cases show best performance among all the cases. Similar 
to what we have observed in previous sections, when adding baffles where 𝛾 is 1/2, the polarization 
shows worse results when Peclet number is in the range between 2-30 compared to no baffle tank. 
Other than that, longer baffles help decreasing polarization of the electrochemical system. It can 
thus be concluded that adding longer baffles not only helps increasing the utilization but also 








CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION 
The present work introduces a two-dimensional transient model investigating the impact 
of tank mixing on the charge-capacity utilization of a redox flow battery.  A novel tank geometry 
using baffles is introduced to eliminate dead zones within tanks. The results indicate that baffles 
which nearly span the entire width of the tank are needed to enhance performance relative to a 
free-flowing tank without baffles.  This limit is realized by a tank comprised of parallel plates with 
the same flow-path throat and length as baffled tanks.  A competition between transverse and 
longitudinal transport processes results in non-monotonic variation of utilization for all tanks 
simulated with maximum utilization at intermediate Péclet number.  To accelerate transverse 
transport at high Péclet number utilization was simulated with tanks having increased numbers of 
baffles.  In the high Péclet number limit adding more baffles produces increased utilization, as a 
result of enhanced transverse transport.  Further, in all cases increased baffle length increases 
utilization.   
The present findings suggest that local convective transport processes can be modulated 
within redox flow battery tanks to enhance charge-capacity utilization.  While the particular 
strategy introduced here to enhance utilization relies of physical structures being introduced within 
the tank, other approaches are also conceivable.  We also note that further improvements can be 
made with regard to the numerical modeling approach described here, including the inclusion of 
buoyancy induced flow resulting from temperature and composition gradients in solution, as well 
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APPENDIX A: CODE IMPLEMENTED 
The code can be run by Matlab in linux operating system. For the input, every input is 
read as quotient of two integers. And the input parameters are commented in the input file, but 
when you form your own input file, you should remove those comments. There are also some 
hard-coded parameters in the Matlab file, you can also change them in the Matlab file in ‘set 
default parameters’ part. 
 
Input file: 
3/1   % 𝛽 
2/3   % 𝛾 
3/1   % Number of sections divided by baffles 
72/3000000  % volume of the reactor (m^3) 
200000/1  % time step (s) 
498/100000  % dynamic viscosity (Pa.s) 
1/1   % diffusivity normalized by reference diffusivity 
 
 File for running in linux: 
module load matlab-research/R2018b 
CASENAME=$PWD 
echo The casename is $CASENAME!! 
export FC_JOBDIR=$CASENAME 
cd ~/Desktop/matlab_file/reactor_smaller/hre_fixed 




% Get the case directory 
cse = getenv('FC_JOBDIR'); 
  




mainvals=mainvals(1:2:end)./mainvals(2:2:end); % The input is fraction. 
  
% Etraxt data from input file 
  
beta=mainvals(1);           % Get Non-dimensional flow rate 
block_ratio=mainvals(2);    % Get gamma 
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sect=mainvals(3);           % Get number of sections divided by baffles 
vreactor=mainvals(4);       % Get Volume of the reactor 
dt=mainvals(5);             % Get time interval for convection-diffusion  
                            % equation 
miu=mainvals(6)/1400;       % Get dynamic viscosity and calculate kinematic 
                            % viscosity 
test_sample=[mainvals(7)];  % Get how large the diffusivity compared to  
                            % default value 
  
%%% Set default parameters 
  
% Tank parameters 
  
height=0.3/480*315;         % Set height of the tank 
l=0.3;                      % Set width of the tank 
width=0.5;                  % Set depth of the tank 
  
% operating conditions 
  
V_volume=3e-9;              % Set volumetric flow rate 
uin=V_volume/(height/sect*width);   % Calculate flow rate at the inlet 
  
% cell parameters 
  
E0=1.004+0.26;              % standard cell potential 
T=300;                      % cell temperature 
porosity=0.67;              % porosity 
  
% solution parameters 
  
ci=800;                     % initial concentration of O2 
ci_2=200;                   % initial concentration of R1 




R=8.314;                    % gas constant 
F=96485;                    % Faraday's constant 
  
% Numerical parameters 
  
ny=315;                     % Set number of elements in y direction 
nx=480;                     % Set number of elements in y direction 
dx=l/nx;                    % Calculate dx 
dy=height/ny;               % Calculate dy, Notice in the case, dx=dy 
convergence_std_a=uin*0.0001;   % set convergence criteria 
  
% Non-dimentional parameter calculation 
  




phi=zeros(ny+3,nx+3);       % initialize stream function psi at time  
                            % instant (t+1) 
phi_o=zeros(ny+3,nx+3);     % initialize stream function psi at time  
                            % instant (t) 
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a1=zeros(ny+3,nx+3);        % initialize a1 to handle non-linearity 
a2=zeros(ny+3,nx+3);        % initialize a2 to handle non-linearity 
u=zeros(ny+1,nx+1);         % initialize velocity in x direction 
v=zeros(ny+1,nx+1);         % initialize velocity in y direction 
  
phi_vector=zeros((ny+3)*(nx+3),1);  % initialize the vector form of \psi 
phi_mwall_flag=zeros(ny+3,nx+3);    % if value is 1, denote it's wall with  
                                    % max of psi 
phi_zwall_flag=zeros(ny+3,nx+3);    % if value is 1, denote it's wall with  
                                    % psi of 0 
phi_max_flag=zeros(ny+3,nx+3);      % give flag to elements with value max  
                                    % of psi 
phi_inlet_flag=zeros(ny+3,nx+3);    % give flag to inlet elements 
phi_zero_flag=zeros(ny+3,nx+3);     % give flag to elements with value 0 
phi_outlet_flag=zeros(ny+3,nx+3);   % give flag to outlet elements 
  
phi_max=uin*ny/sect*dy;             % Calculate maximum of stream function  
                                    % in the domain 
  
% Deal with top walls and bottom walls 
  
for j=1:nx+3 
    phi(1,j)=0; 
    phi_zero_flag(1,j)=1; 
    phi(2,j)=0; 
    phi_zero_flag(2,j)=1; 
    phi(ny+3,j)=phi_max; 
    phi_max_flag(ny+3,j)=1; 
    phi(ny+2,j)=phi_max; 
    phi_max_flag(ny+2,j)=1; 
end 
  
% assign flag to outlet 
  
for i=2:ny/sect+1 
    phi_outlet_flag(i,nx+2)=1; 
    phi_outlet_flag(i,nx+3)=1; 
end 
  
% assign flag/values to inlet 
  
for i=(((sect-1)/sect)*ny+3):ny+2 
    phi(i,1)=phi(i-1,1)+uin*dy;  % inlet 
    phi_inlet_flag(i,1)=1; 
    phi(i,2)=phi(i-1,2)+uin*dy;  % inlet 
    phi_inlet_flag(i,2)=1; 
end 
  
% assign flag/values to left wall 
  
for i=3:((1-1/sect)*ny+2) 
    phi(i,1)=0; 
    phi_zero_flag(i,1)=1; 
    phi(i,2)=0; 





% assign flag/values to right wall 
  
for i=(ny/sect+2):ny+1 
    phi(i,nx+2)=phi_max; 
    phi_max_flag(i,nx+2)=1; 
    phi(i,nx+3)=phi_max; 
    phi_max_flag(i,nx+3)=1; 
end 
  
% assign flag/values to baffles coming from left 
  
for sect_cont=1:(sect-1)/2 
    for j=1:(block_ratio*nx+2) 
        phi(int32(2*sect_cont/sect*ny+2),j)=0; 
        phi_zwall_flag(int32(2*sect_cont/sect*ny+2),j)=1; 
    end 
end 
  
% assign flag/values to baffles coming from right 
  
for sect_cont=1:(sect-1)/2 
    for j=int32((1-block_ratio)*nx+2):nx+3 
        phi(int32((2*sect_cont-1)/sect*ny+2),j)=phi_max; 
        phi_mwall_flag(int32((2*sect_cont-1)/sect*ny+2),j)=1; 
    end 
end 
  
%%%%%% start simulation %%%%%%%%% 
  
convergence_a=100;              % initialize convergence 
  
while convergence_a>convergence_std_a 
     
    % update a1 and a2 values 
     
    for i=3:ny+1 
        for j=3:nx+1 
            a2(i,j)=(phi(i,j+1)-phi(i,j-1))/2/dx; 
            a1(i,j)=(phi(i+1,j)-phi(i-1,j))/2/dy; 
        end 
    end 
     
    % start to update psi values 
     
    % initialize vectors for creating sparse matrix 
     
    b=sparse([],[],[],(ny+3)*(nx+3),1); 
    row=zeros(1,13*(ny+3)*(nx+3)); 
    column=zeros(1,13*(ny+3)*(nx+3)); 
    value=zeros(1,13*(ny+3)*(nx+3)); 
     
    k=1;                % count number of entries for sparse matrix needed 
     
    for i=1:ny+3 
        for j=1:nx+3 
             
            % left baffle / left wall / bottom wall 
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            if phi_zero_flag(i,j)==1 || phi_zwall_flag(i,j)==1 
                row(k)=(nx+3)*(i-1)+j; 
                column(k)=(nx+3)*(i-1)+j; 
                value(k)=1; 
                k=k+1; 
                 
                % right baffle / right wall / top wall 
                 
            elseif phi_max_flag(i,j)==1 || phi_mwall_flag(i,j)==1 
                row(k)=(nx+3)*(i-1)+j; 
                column(k)=(nx+3)*(i-1)+j; 
                value(k)=1; 
                k=k+1; 
                b((nx+3)*(i-1)+j,1)=phi_max; 
                 
                % outlet 
                 
            elseif phi_outlet_flag(i,j)==1 
                row(k)=(nx+3)*(i-1)+j; 
                column(k)=(nx+3)*(i-1)+j; 
                value(k)=1; 
                k=k+1; 
                row(k)=(nx+3)*(i-1)+j; 
                column(k)=(nx+3)*(i-1)+j-1; 
                value(k)=-1; 
                k=k+1; 
                 
                % inlet distribution (uniform) 
                 
            elseif phi_inlet_flag(i,j)==1 
                row(k)=(nx+3)*(i-1)+j; 
                column(k)=(nx+3)*(i-1)+j; 
                value(k)=1; 
                k=k+1; 
                row(k)=(nx+3)*(i-1)+j; 
                column(k)=(nx+3)*(i-2)+j; 
                value(k)=-1; 
                k=k+1; 
                b((nx+3)*(i-1)+j,1)=uin*dy; 
                 
                % bottom element is wall 
                 
elseif phi_mwall_flag(i-1,j)==1 || phi_zwall_flag(i-1,j)==1 
    row(k:k+5)=[(nx+3)*(i-1)+j (nx+3)*(i-1)+j (nx+3)*(i-1)+j            ... 
        (nx+3)*(i-1)+j (nx+3)*(i-1)+j (nx+3)*(i-1)+j]; 
    column(k:k+5)=[(nx+3)*(i+1)+j (nx+3)*(i-1)+j+2 (nx+3)*(i-1)+j-2     ... 
        (nx+3)*(i)+j-1 (nx+3)*(i)+j+1 (nx+3)*(i-2)+j-1]; 
    value(k:k+5)=[(dx*(-0.5*a2(i,j))-miu) (dx*(0.5*a1(i,j))-miu)        ... 
        (dx*(-0.5*a1(i,j))-miu) (dx*(-0.5*a1(i,j)-0.5*a2(i,j))-2*miu)   ... 
        (dx*(0.5*a1(i,j)-0.5*a2(i,j))-2*miu)                            ... 
        (dx*(-0.5*a1(i,j)+0.5*a2(i,j))-2*miu)]; 
    k=k+6; 
    row(k:k+5)=[(nx+3)*(i-1)+j (nx+3)*(i-1)+j (nx+3)*(i-1)+j            ... 
        (nx+3)*(i-1)+j (nx+3)*(i-1)+j (nx+3)*(i-1)+j]; 
    column(k:k+5)=[(nx+3)*(i-2)+j+1 (nx+3)*(i)+j (nx+3)*(i-2)+j         ... 
        (nx+3)*(i-1)+j+1 (nx+3)*(i-1)+j-1 (nx+3)*(i-1)+j]; 
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    value(k:k+5)=[(dx*(0.5*a1(i,j)+0.5*a2(i,j))-2*miu)                  ... 
        (dx*(a2(i,j)+a2(i,j))+8*miu) (dx*(-a2(i,j)-a2(i,j))+8*miu)      ... 
        (dx*(-a1(i,j)-a1(i,j))+8*miu) (dx*(a1(i,j)+a1(i,j))+8*miu)      ... 
        -20*miu];    
    k=k+6; 
    b((nx+3)*(i-1)+j,1)=-(dx*(0.5*a2(i,j))-miu)*phi(i-1,j); 
                 
                % top element is wall 
                 
elseif phi_mwall_flag(i+1,j)==1 || phi_zwall_flag(i+1,j)==1  
    row(k:k+5)=[(nx+3)*(i-1)+j (nx+3)*(i-1)+j (nx+3)*(i-1)+j            ... 
        (nx+3)*(i-1)+j (nx+3)*(i-1)+j (nx+3)*(i-1)+j]; 
    column(k:k+5)=[(nx+3)*(i-3)+j (nx+3)*(i-1)+j+2 (nx+3)*(i-1)+j-2     ... 
        (nx+3)*(i)+j-1 (nx+3)*(i)+j+1 (nx+3)*(i-2)+j-1]; 
    value(k:k+5)=[(dx*(0.5*a2(i,j))-miu) (dx*(0.5*a1(i,j))-miu)         ... 
        (dx*(-0.5*a1(i,j))-miu) (dx*(-0.5*a1(i,j)-0.5*a2(i,j))-2*miu)   ... 
        (dx*(0.5*a1(i,j)-0.5*a2(i,j))-2*miu)                            ... 
        (dx*(-0.5*a1(i,j)+0.5*a2(i,j))-2*miu)]; 
    k=k+6; 
    row(k:k+5)=[(nx+3)*(i-1)+j (nx+3)*(i-1)+j (nx+3)*(i-1)+j            ... 
        (nx+3)*(i-1)+j (nx+3)*(i-1)+j (nx+3)*(i-1)+j]; 
    column(k:k+5)=[(nx+3)*(i-2)+j+1 (nx+3)*(i)+j (nx+3)*(i-2)+j         ... 
        (nx+3)*(i-1)+j+1 (nx+3)*(i-1)+j-1 (nx+3)*(i-1)+j]; 
    value(k:k+5)=[(dx*(0.5*a1(i,j)+0.5*a2(i,j))-2*miu)                  ... 
        (dx*(a2(i,j)+a2(i,j))+8*miu) (dx*(-a2(i,j)-a2(i,j))+8*miu)      ... 
        (dx*(-a1(i,j)-a1(i,j))+8*miu) (dx*(a1(i,j)+a1(i,j))+8*miu)      ... 
        -20*miu]; 
    k=k+6; 
    b((nx+3)*(i-1)+j,1)=-(dx*(-0.5*a2(i,j))-miu)*phi(i+1,j); 
                 
                % For all the other common elements 
                 
else 
    row(k:k+6)=[(nx+3)*(i-1)+j (nx+3)*(i-1)+j (nx+3)*(i-1)+j            ... 
        (nx+3)*(i-1)+j (nx+3)*(i-1)+j (nx+3)*(i-1)+j (nx+3)*(i-1)+j]; 
    column(k:k+6)=[(nx+3)*(i+1)+j (nx+3)*(i-3)+j (nx+3)*(i-1)+j+2       ... 
        (nx+3)*(i-1)+j-2 (nx+3)*(i)+j-1 (nx+3)*(i)+j+1 (nx+3)*(i-2)+j-1]; 
    value(k:k+6)=[(dx*(-0.5*a2(i,j))-miu) (dx*(0.5*a2(i,j))-miu)        ... 
        (dx*(0.5*a1(i,j))-miu) (dx*(-0.5*a1(i,j))-miu)                  ... 
        (dx*(-0.5*a1(i,j)-0.5*a2(i,j))-2*miu)                           ... 
        (dx*(0.5*a1(i,j)-0.5*a2(i,j))-2*miu)                            ... 
        (dx*(-0.5*a1(i,j)+0.5*a2(i,j))-2*miu)]; 
    k=k+7; 
    row(k:k+5)=[(nx+3)*(i-1)+j (nx+3)*(i-1)+j (nx+3)*(i-1)+j            ... 
        (nx+3)*(i-1)+j (nx+3)*(i-1)+j (nx+3)*(i-1)+j]; 
    column(k:k+5)=[(nx+3)*(i-2)+j+1 (nx+3)*(i)+j                        ... 
        (nx+3)*(i-2)+j (nx+3)*(i-1)+j+1 (nx+3)*(i-1)+j-1                ... 
        (nx+3)*(i-1)+j]; 
    value(k:k+5)=[(dx*(0.5*a1(i,j)+0.5*a2(i,j))-2*miu)                  ... 
        (dx*(a2(i,j)+a2(i,j))+8*miu) (dx*(-a2(i,j)-a2(i,j))+8*miu)      ... 
        (dx*(-a1(i,j)-a1(i,j))+8*miu) (dx*(a1(i,j)+a1(i,j))+8*miu)      ... 
        -20*miu]; 
    k=k+6; 
end 
        end 
    end 
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    % validate k again 
     
    for i=1:length(column) 
        if column(i)==0 
            k=i; 
            break 
        end 
    end 
     
    % extract useful entries 
     
    row=row(1:k-1); 
    column=column(1:k-1); 
    value=value(1:k-1); 
     
    % create sparse matrix 
     
    A=sparse(row,column,value,(ny+3)*(nx+3),(ny+3)*(nx+3)); 
     
    % calculate stream fucntion and reshape 
     
    phi_vector=A\b; 
    phi_new=reshape(phi_vector,[nx+3,ny+3]); 
    phi_new=phi_new'; 
    phi=phi_new; 
    phi_o=phi; 
    convergence_a=0; 
     
    % initialize error matrix 
     
    error_matrix=zeros(ny+3,nx+3); 
     
    for i=3:ny+1 
        for j=3:nx+1 
            error_a2=a2(i,j)-(phi(i,j+1)-phi(i,j-1))/2/dx; 
            error_a1=a1(i,j)-(phi(i+1,j)-phi(i-1,j))/2/dy; 
            error_matrix(i,j)=error_a2; 
            if abs(error_a2)>convergence_a 
                convergence_a=abs(error_a2); 
            end 
            if abs(error_a1)>convergence_a 
                convergence_a=abs(error_a1); 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
% calculate velocity values 
  
for i=1:ny+1 
    for j=1:nx+1 
        u(i,j)=(phi(i+2,j+1)-phi(i,j+1))/2/dy; 
        v(i,j)=(phi(i+1,j)-phi(i+1,j+2))/2/dx; 
    end 
end 
  







    for j=1:nx 
        u_abs(i,j)=sqrt(u(i,j)^2+v(i,j)^2); 

















     
    time_line=[];               % record time 
    test_result=[];             % record utilizations 
    mass_cons=[];               % test mass global mass conservation 
    mass_cons_2=[];             % test mass global mass conservation 
    I=-V_volume*F*ci/beta;      % calculate current 
     
    time_count=0; 
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    size_y=size(phi,1)-3; 
    size_x=size(phi,2)-3; 
    number=size_y/sect;         % number of elements in y direction for 
                                % one section 
     
    % coefficients 
     
    Aw_c=zeros(size_y,size_x); 
    Ae_c=zeros(size_y,size_x); 
    An_c=zeros(size_y,size_x); 
    As_c=zeros(size_y,size_x); 
    Ap_c=zeros(size_y,size_x); 
    S_c=zeros(size_y,size_x); 
    S_c_2=zeros(size_y,size_x); 
     
    % assign intial values 
     
    ci=800; 
    ci_2=200; 
    creactor=ci; 
    creactor_2=ci_2; 
     
    % initialize record array 
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    creactor_record=[]; 
    creactor_record_2=[]; 
    cin_record=[]; 
    cout_record=[]; 
    cin_record_2=[]; 
    cout_record_2=[]; 
     
    % get diffusivity 
     
    d_co=D_default * test_sample(test_num);   % get diffusivity 
     
    Dw=d_co; 
    De=d_co; 
    Dn=d_co; 
    Ds=d_co; 
     
    c_vector=zeros(1,(size_x)*(size_y)); 
    c_vector_2=zeros(1,(size_x)*(size_y)); 
     
    solve_vector=zeros((size_x)*(size_y),1); 
    solve_vector_2=zeros((size_x)*(size_y),1); 
     
    c_matrix=ones(size_y,size_x)*ci; 
     
    % initialize concentration distribution 
     
    co=ones(size_y,size_x)*ci; 
    co_2=ones(size_y,size_x)*ci_2; 
     
    % get F (useful in coefficients) 
     
    Fn_matrix=zeros(size_y,size_x); 
    Fw_matrix=zeros(size_y,size_x); 
    Fs_matrix=zeros(size_y,size_x); 
    Fe_matrix=zeros(size_y,size_x); 
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    %%%%%%%%%%%% Calculated values %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
     
    disp('beta=') 
    disp(beta) 
     
    % generate volumetric fow raet again (may not be necessary) 
     
    V_volume=uin*height/sect*width; 
     
    mass_total=0; 
    mass_total_2=0; 
     
    % assign coefficients for each element 
     
    for i=1:size_y 
        for j=1:size_x 
            Fn_matrix(i,j)=phi(i+2,j+1)-phi(i+2,j+2); 
            Fs_matrix(i,j)=phi(i+1,j+1)-phi(i+1,j+2); 
            Fw_matrix(i,j)=phi(i+2,j+1)-phi(i+1,j+1); 
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            Fe_matrix(i,j)=phi(i+2,j+2)-phi(i+1,j+2); 
             
            % not influenced by left element 
             
            if Fw_matrix(i,j)==0 
                Aw_c(i,j)=0; 
            else 
                if phi_inlet_flag(i+2,j+1)==1 
                    Aw_c(i,j)=max(Fw_matrix(i,j),0); 
                else 
                    Aw_c(i,j)=Dw+max(Fw_matrix(i,j),0); 
                end 
            end 
             
            % not influenced by right element 
             
            if Fe_matrix(i,j)==0 
                Ae_c(i,j)=0; 
            else 
                if phi_outlet_flag(i+1,j+2)==1 
                    Ae_c(i,j)=max(-Fe_matrix(i,j),0); 
                else 
                    Ae_c(i,j)=De+max(-Fe_matrix(i,j),0); 
                end 
            end 
             
            % not influenced by top element 
             
            if Fn_matrix(i,j)==0 
                An_c(i,j)=0; 
            else 
                An_c(i,j)=Dn+max(-Fn_matrix(i,j),0); 
            end 
             
            % not influenced by bottom element 
             
            if Fs_matrix(i,j)==0 
                As_c(i,j)=0; 
            else 
                As_c(i,j)=Ds+max(Fs_matrix(i,j),0); 
            end 
        end 
    end 
     
    % start simulation 
     
    time_last_process=0; % use for calculating utilization 
    % calculate theoretical capacity 
    theo_capacity=(ci+ci_2)*(vreactor*porosity+width*l*height)*F; 
     
    while 1 
        if length(test_result)>2 % at least two charge/discharge process 
             
            % criteria 
             
if test_result(end)<0 && abs(test_result(end)-test_result(end-2))<0.0001 




        end 
         
        % change charge/discharge 
         
        I=-I; 
         
        first_iter=0; % only first iteration need assign Ap 
         
        while 1 
            if first_iter==0 
                for i=1:size_y 
                    for j=1:size_x 
                         
                        % source term 
                         
                        S_c(i,j)=dx*dy/dt*co(i,j); 
                        S_c_2(i,j)=dx*dy/dt*co_2(i,j); 
                         
                        Ap_c(i,j)=0; 
                         
                        % if the left hand side is inlet 
                         
        if phi_inlet_flag(i+2,j+1)==1 
            S_c(i,j)=S_c(i,j)+(vreactor*creactor*porosity-I*dt/F)       ... 
            *uin*dy/(vreactor*porosity+number*dy*dt*width*uin); 
            S_c_2(i,j)=S_c_2(i,j)+(vreactor*creactor_2*porosity+I*dt/F) ... 
            *uin*dy/(vreactor*porosity+number*dy*dt*width*uin); 
        end 
                         
if phi_zero_flag(i+2,j+1)==1 && phi_zero_flag(i+1,j+1)==1 
    Ap_c(i,j)=Ap_c(i,j)+Aw_c(i,j); %+2*Dw 
else 
    Ap_c(i,j)=Ap_c(i,j)+Aw_c(i,j)-Fw_matrix(i,j); 
end 
  
%if the right hand side is a wall 
  
if phi_max_flag(i+1,j+2)==1 && phi_max_flag(i+2,j+2)==1 
    Ap_c(i,j)=Ap_c(i,j)+Ae_c(i,j); %+2*De 
else 
    Ap_c(i,j)=Ap_c(i,j)+Ae_c(i,j)+Fe_matrix(i,j); 
end 
  
%if the top side is a wall 
  
if (phi_max_flag(i+2,j+1)==1 && phi_max_flag(i+2,j+2)==1)... 
        || (phi_zero_flag(i+2,j+1)==1 && phi_zero_flag(i+2,j+2)==1)... 
        || (phi_mwall_flag(i+2,j+1)==1 && phi_mwall_flag(i+2,j+2)==1)... 
        || (phi_zwall_flag(i+2,j+1)==1 && phi_zwall_flag(i+2,j+2)==1) 
    Ap_c(i,j)=Ap_c(i,j)+An_c(i,j); %+2*Dn 
else 
    Ap_c(i,j)=Ap_c(i,j)+An_c(i,j)+Fn_matrix(i,j); 
end 
  




if (phi_max_flag(i+1,j+1)==1 && phi_max_flag(i+1,j+2)==1)... 
        || (phi_zero_flag(i+1,j+1)==1 && phi_zero_flag(i+1,j+2)==1)... 
        || (phi_mwall_flag(i+1,j+1)==1 && phi_mwall_flag(i+1,j+2)==1)... 
        || (phi_zwall_flag(i+1,j+1)==1 && phi_zwall_flag(i+1,j+2)==1) 
    Ap_c(i,j)=Ap_c(i,j)+As_c(i,j); %+2*Ds 
else 





                 
                %initialize the sparse matrix 
                 
                c_row=zeros(1,13*ny*nx); 
                c_column=zeros(1,13*ny*nx); 
                c_value=zeros(1,13*ny*nx); 
                c_value_2=zeros(1,13*ny*nx); 
                k=1; 
                 
                for i=1:size_y 
                    for j=1:size_x 
                         
                        % top is wall 
                         
                        if An_c(i,j)~=0 
                            c_row(k)=(i-1)*size_x+j; 
                            c_column(k)=i*size_x+j; 
                            c_value(k)=-An_c(i,j); 
                            k=k+1; 
                        end 
                         
                        % bottom is wall 
                         
                        if As_c(i,j)~=0 
                            c_row(k)=(i-1)*size_x+j; 
                            c_column(k)=(i-2)*size_x+j; 
                            c_value(k)=-As_c(i,j); 
                            k=k+1; 
                        end 
                         
                        if Aw_c(i,j)~=0 
                             
                            % if it is inlet, then need to add extra  
                            % term from the outlet due to influx 
                             
            if phi_inlet_flag(i+2,j+1)==1 
                for item_1=1:size_y  
                    for item_2=1:size_x  
                        if phi_outlet_flag(item_1+1,item_2+2)==1 
                            Fe=Fe_matrix(item_1,item_2); 
                            c_row(k)=(i-1)*size_x+j; 
                            c_column(k)=(item_1-1)*size_x+item_2; 
                            c_value(k)=-dt*Fe*width*uin*dy/(vreactor*   ... 
                            porosity+number*dy*dt*width*uin); 
                            k=k+1; 
                        end 
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                    end 
                end 
  
            else 
                c_row(k)=(i-1)*size_x+j; 
                c_column(k)=(i-1)*size_x+j-1; 
                c_value(k)=-Aw_c(i,j); 
                k=k+1; 
            end 
                        end 
                         
                        if Ae_c(i,j)~=0 
                            c_row(k)=(i-1)*size_x+j; 
                            c_column(k)=(i-1)*size_x+j+1; 
                            c_value(k)=-Ae_c(i,j); 
                            k=k+1; 
                        end 
                         
                        if Ap_c(i,j)~=0 
                            c_row(k)=(i-1)*size_x+j; 
                            c_column(k)=(i-1)*size_x+j; 
                            c_value(k)=Ap_c(i,j); 
                            k=k+1; 
                        end 
                         
                        solve_vector((i-1)*size_x+j,1)=S_c(i,j); 
                        solve_vector_2((i-1)*size_x+j,1)=S_c_2(i,j); 
                         
                    end 
                end 
% if it is not the first iteration, then only need to update source term 
else   
    for i=1:size_y 
        for j=1:size_x 
            S_c(i,j)=dx*dy/dt*co(i,j); 
            S_c_2(i,j)=dx*dy/dt*co_2(i,j); 
  
            % source term, mainly due to the influx from 
            % reactor 
  
        if phi_inlet_flag(i+2,j+1)==1 
            S_c(i,j)=S_c(i,j)+(vreactor*creactor*porosity-I*dt/F)       ... 
            *uin*dy/(vreactor*porosity+number*dy*dt*width*uin); 
            S_c_2(i,j)=S_c_2(i,j)+(vreactor*creactor_2*porosity+I*dt/F) ... 
            *uin*dy/(vreactor*porosity+number*dy*dt*width*uin); 
        end 
        end 
    end 
  
    for i=1:size_y 
        for j=1:size_x 
            solve_vector((i-1)*size_x+j,1)=S_c(i,j); 
            solve_vector_2((i-1)*size_x+j,1)=S_c_2(i,j); 
        end 
    end 
end 
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            for i=1:length(c_column) 
                if c_column(i)==0 
                    k=i; 
                    break 
                end 
            end 
             
            % vectors for constructing the sparse matrix 
            c_row=c_row(1:k-1); 
            c_column=c_column(1:k-1); 
            c_value=c_value(1:k-1); 
             
            % construct sparse matrix 
             
            solve_matrix=sparse(c_row,c_column,c_value,             ... 
            (size_x)*(size_y),(size_x)*(size_y)); 
             
            % solve for concentration at new time step 
             
            c_vector=solve_matrix\solve_vector; 
            c_vector_2=solve_matrix\solve_vector_2; 
             
            % expand concentration to distribution 
             
            c_matrix=reshape(c_vector,[size_x,size_y]); 
            c_matrix=c_matrix'; 
            c_matrix_2=reshape(c_vector_2,[size_x,size_y]); 
            c_matrix_2=c_matrix_2'; 
             
            % test global mass conservation 
             
            mass_total=0; 
            mass_total_2=0; 
            for i=1:size_y 
                for j=1:size_x 
                    mass_total=mass_total+co(i,j); 
                    mass_total_2=mass_total_2+co_2(i,j); 
                end 
            end 
        mass_total=mass_total*dx*dy*width+vreactor*porosity*creactor; 
        mass_total_2=mass_total_2*dx*dy*width+vreactor*porosity*creactor_2; 
        mass_cons=[mass_cons,mass_total]; 
        mass_cons_2=[mass_cons_2,mass_total_2]; 
             
            % calculate outlet/inlet concentration 
             
            sum_outlet=0; 
            sum_outlet_2=0; 
            cout=0; 
            cin=0; 
            cout_2=0; 
            cin_2=0; 
             
    for i=1:size_y 
        for j=1:size_x 
            if phi_outlet_flag(i+1,j+2)==1 
                sum_outlet=sum_outlet+c_matrix(i,j)*Fe_matrix(i,j); 
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                sum_outlet_2=sum_outlet_2+c_matrix_2(i,j)*Fe_matrix(i,j); 
                %%%%%%%%also calculate the inlet and outlet concentration 
                cout=cout+c_matrix(i,j)/number; 
                cout_2=cout_2+c_matrix_2(i,j)/number; 
            end 
            if phi_inlet_flag(i+2,j+1)==1 
                cin=cin+c_matrix(i,j)/number; 
                cin_2=cin_2+c_matrix_2(i,j)/number; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
             
            % c_interpolation is for finding the time when c=0 
             
    c_interpolation=creactor; 
    creactor=porosity*vreactor*creactor+dt*sum_outlet*width-I*dt/F; 
    creactor=creactor/(porosity*vreactor+number*dy*dt*width*uin); 
  
    c_interpolation_2=creactor_2; 
    creactor_2=porosity*vreactor*creactor_2+dt*sum_outlet_2*width+I*dt/F; 
    creactor_2=creactor_2/(porosity*vreactor+number*dy*dt*width*uin); 
  
            % record concentration 
             
            creactor_record=[creactor_record creactor]; 
            creactor_record_2=[creactor_record_2 creactor_2]; 
            cin_record=[cin_record cin]; 
            cout_record=[cout_record cout]; 
            cin_record_2=[cin_record_2 cin_2]; 
            cout_record_2=[cout_record_2 cout_2]; 
             
        c3=creactor; 
        c2=creactor_2; 
         
    %if last time step concentration is smaller than 0, need interpolation 
             
if c_interpolation<0 || c_interpolation_2<0  
    if c_interpolation_2<0 
        time_last_process=time_count+dt*c_interpolation_2/          ... 
        (c_interpolation_2-c2); 
    else 
        time_last_process=time_count+dt*c_interpolation/            ... 
        (c_interpolation-c3); 
    end 
end 
             
            % finding time when c=0 
             
if c3<0 || c2<0 
    if c2<0 
        end_time=time_count+dt*c_interpolation_2/(c_interpolation_2-c2); 
    elseif c3<0 
        end_time=time_count+dt*c_interpolation/(c_interpolation-c3); 
    end 
    actual_capacity=(end_time-time_last_process)*I; 
    uti=actual_capacity/theo_capacity; 
    test_result=[test_result uti]; 
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    time_count=time_count+dt; 
    time_line=[time_line time_count]; 
    break 
end 
             
            time_count=time_count+dt; 
            time_line=[time_line time_count]; 
            co=c_matrix; 
            co_2=c_matrix_2; 
            first_iter=1; 
        end 
         
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  calculating capacity %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
         
        disp('beta='); 
        disp(beta); 
        disp('current='); 
        disp(I); 
        disp('uti='); 
        disp(uti); 
  
    end 
     
    % output the file 
     
    out_file = fullfile(cse,int2str(test_sample(test_num))); 
    save(out_file); 
end 
 
